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ABSTRACT
Average Cayley Genus for Cayley 
Maps with Dihedral Groups
by
Jamie K eith Langille
D r. M ichelle Schultz, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor o f Mathematics 
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Let r  be a fin ite  group and le t A be a generating set fo r T . A  Cayley map 
associated w ith  T  and A is an oriented 2-cell embedding o f the Cayley graph (T )
such that the ro ta tion o f arcs emanating firom each vertex is determined by a unique 
cyclic perm utation o f generators and the ir inverses. A  form ula fo r the average Cayley 
genus is known fo r the dihedral group w ith  generating set consisting o f aU the reflections. 
However, the known form ula involves sums o f certain coeflBcients o f a generating 
fim ction and its  form at does not specifically indicate the Cayley genus distribution. We 
determine a sim plified form ula fo r this average Cayley genus as w ell as provide 
improved understanding o f the Cayley genus distribution.
m
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CHAPTER 1
INTRO DUCTIO N AN D  PRELIM INARIES 
A  graph is a fin ite  nonempty set o f objects called vertices together w ith  a set o f 
unordered pairs o f distinct vertices called edges. The number o f vertices is the order o f 
the graph and the number o f edges is the size o f the graph. A  question that arises is, is it 
possible to  draw (o r embed) a graph in  the plane so that none o f its  edges cross? These 
types o f graphs are called planar graphs. Through stereographic projection, embedding a 
graph in  the plane is equivalent to  embedding that same graph on the sphere, which we 
denote by Sg. However, there are many graphs that cannot be embedded on the sphere
so that none o f its  edges cross. We define a surface to be a closed orientable 2-m anifbld, 
which can be thought o f as a sphere w ith  handles (o r equivalently, holes). The number o f 
handles (o r holes) is the genus o f the surface. For an integer & > 0 ,  le t iS^  denote the 
surface o f genus k.
We now  form alize the concept o f embedding. A  graph G embeds on a surface S^ . i f  
there exists a homeomorphism o f G as a fin ite  1-complex in  w ith  a subspace o f 5*. 
I f  every region o f an embedding o f G on 5^ is homeomorphic to  an open disk, then G is 
2-cell embedded on 5"^  and we w rite  G < 5*.. In  this work, we require a ll embeddings to 
be 2-cell. Figure L A  shows an example o f a graph that is drawn on the torus. The le ft 
figure is not 2-ce ll embedded on the torus since a closed curve can be drawn in  the outer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
region as shown that cannot be contracted to a po int, whereas the righ t figure is the same 
graph redrawn so that it  is now 2 -ce ll embedded on the torus.
Figure 1.A  Example o f N on 2-CeU Embedding and 2-C ell Embedding.
What we w ould like to  do is to  be able to te ll w hich surfeces we are able to 2-cell 
embed a graph on. To find  which surface a graph is embedded on, we often make use o f 
Euler’ s identity.
Theorem 1.1 I f  G is a connected graph w ith  order p  and size q that is 2-ceU embedded 
on 5"^  w ith  r  regions, then
p —q + r  = 2 — 2 k , 
where the value 2 —2k is called the Euler characteristic o f S .^.
Let G be a connected graph. Then the genus y (G ) o f G is the minimum non­
negative integer k  such that G embeds on 5^. A  ro ta tion embedding scheme p  is a 
collection o f cyclic permutations p„ : V (v )—> A (v ) , one fo r each v e F (G ), where 
F (G ) is the set o f vertices o f G and N {y )  denotes the neighborhood o f v. I t  is w ell
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
known (see Edmonds [4 ]) that the 2-ceU embeddings o f a connected graph G are in  one- 
to-one correspondence w ith  the ro ta tion  schemes o f G.
Theorem 1.2 Le t G be a connected graph w ith  V (G ) = { l, 2, , p} . I f  G < , then
this 2-ceU embedding uniquely determines a ro ta tion  scheme
P  =  {p , : - >  ^ ( 0 | l 
Conversely, such a rotation scheme uniquely determines a 2-ce ll embedding o f G on 
some surfoce.
I t  is no t d iffic u lt to count the number o f d istinct rotation schemes fo r a given labeled 
connected graph G. Indeed fo r a connected graph G w ith  V (G ) =  (1, 2, ..., p ] , there
p
are U [(d e g (/)—l) l such schemes and due to  Theorem 1.2, there are then
f=l
U [(d e g (/)—l) !  many labeled 2-ceU embeddings o f G. Since there are a fin ite  number o f
f=l
2-ceU embeddings o f a given graph, there is a surface o f maximum genus on w hich the 
graph can be 2-ceU embedded. We now  define the maximum genus (G ) o f a graph G
to be the maximum integer k such that G <S^.. So now we have a minimum value and a
maximum value, but what o f the interm ediate values? Duke [3 ] established the 
interm ediate value theorem fo r genus distribution, typ ica lly referred to  as Duke’s 
Theorem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Theorem 1.3 There is a 2-cell embedding o f a connected graph G o n  S^ . i f  and only if
Y ( G ) < k < y ^ ( G ) .
One o f the m ajor areas o f research has been the study o f a ll 2-ceU embeddings o f a 
labeled connected graph G and, in  particular, the enumeration o f the embeddings o f G on 
a given surface and the determ ination o f the average genus o f G.
For example, we shaU look at the three non-labeled 2-ceU embeddings o f the 
complete graph (See Figure L B ). So what we would like  to  do now is to  enumerate 
the labeled embeddings. Figure LB .a  is drawn on the plane and it has tw o labeled 
embeddings. Figure l.B .b  and LB .c are drawn on the torus (using the planar 
representation o f a torus). Labeling these embeddings, figure LB .b  has eight labeled 
embeddings and figure LB .c has six labeled embeddings. So there is a to ta l o f sixteen 
labeled 2-ceU embeddings w ith  tw o on and fourteen on S',. Hence, the average genus
2 ( 0 ) 4-14 (1) 14
fo r is   -—  = — . In  general, it  is a d ifficu lt problem  to  determine the average
16 16
genus fo r classes o f graphs.
a
b
(a) (b)
Figure LB  The Three Embeddings o f , (a) on the Plane and (b) and (c) on the Torus.
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I f  p  is a rotation scheme fo r G, then the ordered pair (G ,p ) is called a map and we 
say that the genus g (G ,p )o f the map (G ,p ) is A: i f  p  determines a 2-ceU embedding o f 
G on S'fc. Thus, y (G ) = n ^ g (G ,p )  and y ^ (G ) =  m ^ g (G ,p ) .
The embeddings having n o n -triv ia l symmetries are often represented by smaUer 
graph embeddings, caUed voltage graph embeddings. For oim pinposes, we wiU 
concentrate on the index one voltage graphs (those w ith exactly one vertex). The reason 
to focus on these particular voltage graphs is that our prim ary interest is in  studying 
certain embeddings o f Cayley graphs and these are precisely the coverings o f index one 
voltage graphs.
Let F  be a fin ite  group and A be a generating set fo r F such that the identity eg  A . 
Also le t A“ ‘ = |6 ~ *|ô e  a |  and A ’ =  A w  A " '. Furthermore, le t A be chosen so that i f
Ôe Am  A " ', then 6  ^=  e . That is, i f  5 is chosen as a generator, then 6“ ' is not chosen, 
unless 0 ^ = e  (5  is its own inverse). The Cayley graph G ^(F )is  that graph whose
vertex set is F and edge set is x ô }[x e F , ô e A ’ j .  A fte r defining a Cayley graph,
we can now  define a Cayley map. Le t F be a group and A be a generating set fo r F 
w ith  the usual properties, i.e. e g A  and i f  S e A n  A "', then 5^ =e  (whenever we 
consider a generating set, we wiU always require that it satisfy these conditions). For a 
cycUc perm utation p : A * —>A*, the Cayley map (F , A, p) is the map (G ^(F ), p )
where p  = |p ^ |x e F | is the ro ta tion  scheme fo r G ^(F ) such that p ^ (y ) =  x p (x "V ) fo r
each X e F  and each y  e A ^(x) (see figure l.C ). In  other words, a Cayley map is a 2-ceU
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
embedding o f a Cayley graph in  w hich each vertex ro ta tion  is determ ined by the same 
cyclic ordering o f the elements o f A *.
Figure 1 .C Vertex R otation in  a C ayley Map.
As said earlier, Cayley maps are cove^rings o f index one voltage graphs. Let AT be a 
pseudograph o f order 1. So AT consists of^one vertex and a fin ite  number o f loops. I f  e is 
a directed loop o f K  then we denote the r^ everse direction o f e by e "’ . Le t K* be the set 
o f a ll the directed loops o f K  and the ir inverses, that is, AT* =  |e , |e e E  (AC)j. N ow  le t
r  be a group and let <j):AT* — be a one-to-one fim ction satisfying =(<j>(e))
f ijr  every e e AT*. Then the ordered trip le  (AT, T, <j>) is an example o f a voltage graph. 
M ore specifically, (AC, F , (j)) is an index: one voltage graph since it  has order 1. The
index o f a voltage graph is sim ply the ordeer o f the pseudograph used. When the group F 
and fim ction (j> are unambiguous, we say sim ply that AC is the voltage graph, where now 
the group and fim ction are understood.
We now describe the covering o f a voltage graph. Le t F  be a group w ith  generating 
set A and le t A* =Ac»A"* .  Le t (AC, T", (j>) be an index one voltage graph such that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
«t>(E(AC)) =  A . That is, <() assigns a generator to  each directed loop o f AC. Now, le t 
(AC, r, <j>) be 2-cell embedded on a surfece. The cyclic ordering o f the labeled arcs 
emanating from  the one vertex gives a cyclic perm utation p : A* —> A *. This voltage 
graph embedding determines a 2 -ce ll embedding o f the Cayley graph G ^(T ) in  some 
surfece and this embedding o f ( r ^ ( r )  is the Cayley map (T , A, p ). The Cayley graph 
(r) is called the covering graph o f the voltage graph (AC, T , <J)) and the embedding 
o f (AC, r, <t>) is said to  lif t  to  the embedding o f G ^ (T ). We say the embedding o f 
(r) is the covering embedding o f the voltage graph embedding. However, in  voltage
graphs, a problem arises when generators o f order 2 are used. A  directed loop o f order 
tw o produces a pair o f m ultip le edges in  the covering. To avoid th is, in  voltage graphs, a 
generator o f order 2 is represented by a half-edge.
A  voltage graph can be used to  find  the number o f regions and the structure o f the 
regions in  the covering embedding. A  w alk w in  an index one voltage graph (AC, T, <j>) is
m
a sequence o f elements o f AC*. Define <!>(>*') = n < j>  (7^) • Thus, (j)(w ) is
f=I
an element o f F . N ow  le t A be a region o f a 2-cell embedding o f (AC, F, <t»), and le t 
— , f „  denote the w alk in  AC that consists o f the oriented boundary o f R. Then 
(|)(w ) is called the boim dary element o f R and ord(<j>(w)) is the order o f the boundary 
element o f R. This leads to a result by Gross and A lpert [5 ].
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8Theorem 1.4 I f  E  is a k-gon in  a 2-ceU embedding o f an index one voltage graph
|r |
(AC, r ,  <j>) and s is the order o f the boundary element o f R, then R lifts  to —  ks-gons in
s
the covering o f (AC, F , <|)).
This result holds fi) r  general voltage graphs, but again, we are specializing to  the case 
o f the index one voltage graphs.
I f  a given Cayley map (F , A, p) determines a 2-ceU embedding o f G ^(F ) in
then k  is caUed the genus g (F , A, p) o f the Cayley map (F , A, p ). The Cayley genus
y (F , a ) is defined as y (F , A ) = m in g (F , A, p ) and the maximum Cayley genus
y ^  (F , A ) is defined by y ^ /(F , A ) =  m a xg (F , A, p ). Since each Cayley map
(F , A, p) is a 2-ceU embedding o f the Cayley graph G ^ ( r ) , we obtain the inequality 
y (G^ (F )) < y (F , a ) <  y*y^  (F , A ) < y ^  (G^ (F ) ) . The value that we concentrate on is the 
average Cayley genus. The average Cayley genus y (F , A ) is the average o f the genera
o f aU Cayley maps fo r some group F w ith  fixed generating set A .
So far, we have been using F as an arbitrary group. W hat we shaU do now is 
specialize to  a particular group. We focus our attention on the dihedral group £)„ o f
order 2m, where m > 3  . The presentation we use is =  ^x, y  x"” =y^ =  (xy)^ = .
Thus, D „  =  |e , X, x^, . . . ,  x'”~\ y , xy, x^y, ..., where e, x, x^, ..., represent
the rotations and y, xy, x^y, ..., x ”^ 'y  are the reflections. Le t
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
A =  |jy , xy, x^y, ..., x ” ~V }* The Cayley graph G ^ (D „ )  is AT„ the complete b ipartite
graph. Since [x^y ) =  e fo r a ll k  e Z , we get that yx'‘ =  x"^^y =  x~^y. When m is odd, 
the genus fo r the Cayley maps {D „ ,  A, p) is constant, as was shown in [9 ].
Theorem 1.5 Let m = 2w + l > 3 .  I f  A is the generating set consisting o f the reflections 
o f the dihedral group £>„, then g (D „, A, p ) =  « (2 /ï—1) fo r every cyclic perm utation
p : A —> A . Therefore the average Cayley genus Y (Z )„, A, p) =  w(2w—1).
So each Cayley map A, p) embeds K 2„+i^2n+i on a surfece o f genus
w (2 « - l) . So the Cayley genus and maximum Cayley genus are equal fo r this group and 
generating set, meaning y ( A «+ i, A ) =  y ^  (  A /i+ i > =  «(2« -1 ) • As a result o f the genus
being constant when w is an odd integer, we w ill concentrate on m being an even integer. 
So A  = A /I fo r n > 2 .  Again, we take A as the generating set consisting o f a ll the
reflections, that is, A =  ^ y, xy, x^y, ..., x^"~^y^ and so the Cayley graph is
( ^ 2 n  )  — A / I .  2n '
Next, we need to  introduce generating functions. A  generating function, as 
mentioned in  B rualdi [2 ], can be thought o f as an object, which through m anipulation, 
allows us to count a number o f possibilities fo r a problem. A lso, Brualdi indicates that 
generating functions can be thought o f as Taylor series (power series expansions) o f 
in fin ite ly  differentiable functions. By finding the function and the Taylor series, the 
coefScients give the solution. I f  we let A,, . . . ,  A„, ... be an in fin ite  sequence o f
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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numbers, then its  generating function is the in fin ite  series 
g { x )  =  hQ+hiX+h2pc^ +  ... +  A’„x "+  ....
So, fo r an example o f a generating function, the binom ial coefScients iu  the
expansion o f { a + b ) ”' are
these coefScients is g „  (x ) =
^m\
.0 ,
9
J ; .2 ,
, ..., . The generating function fo r
m
0
m
1
X +
fm ^
X + . . . +
m
m
o r g „(x ) =  ( l+ x ) "  by
the binom ial theorem .
Finally, we need to  introduce the idea o f partitions o f integers (see Andrews [1 ], fo r 
example). A  p a rtitio n  o f a positive integer n is a fin ite  non-increasing sequence o f
positive integers ... ,  such that . The numbers A.,., fo r l < / < r  are
f=I
called the parts o f the pa rtition . So as an example, le t’ s consider the partitions o f 6. The 
only partition o f 6 w ith  six parts is l+ l+ l+ l+ l+ l.  The on ly p a rtition  o f 6 w ith  five parts 
is given by 2+1+1+1+1. There are two partitions o f 6 w ith  fou r parts, 3+1+1+1 and 
2+2+14-1. The three partitions o f 6 into three parts are 4+1+1, 3+2+1 and 2+2+2. We 
can partition 6 in to tw o parts three ways, namely 5+1, 4+2 and 3+3. Finally, 6 is the on ly 
way to pa rtition  6 in to  one part. Partitions can also be restricted. For example, the 
number o f parts can be restricted as w ell as the size o f each part. For our w ork w ith  
Cayley maps fo r dihedral groups, it  w ill be use fiil to  know  the number o f partitions o f
v2y
each o f the integers 
w ith  no part greater than 2 n —\.
+1,
\2 y
+ 2, ..., 3
n
in to  exactly n —\ unequal parts
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Le t k  and j  be positive integers w ith  k < J .  Then from  Riordan [8 ], we have a 
generating function Uj {t, fo r the number o f partitions having k  unequal parts w ith  no 
part greater thanj .  That generating function is as fo llow s:
Uj{t, k ) =
: J i f k = J
In  Riordan, th is generating function appears as an exercise. To see where it comes 
from , recall what we are try in g  to  do. We w ish to  enumerate the number o f partitions 
w ith  k  unequal parts, no part greater than j .  The function fo r this restricted p a rtition  is
given by G j{t ,  a ) =  ( l + a f) ( l +  a /^ ) ...( l+ a F ). Since we want unequal parts, the general
factor is 1 + a f'. The term  at' in  th is general fector is the indicator fo r one occurrence o f 
i. Since we want no part greater than j ,  our last factor is 1+arF. So the exponent o f a 
keeps track o f how many parts are being used. Thus, G j{ t ,  a ) =
( l +  a t) ( l+ a /^ ) ...( l +  a F ) =  ^ M ^ (/, k )u * , where Uj{t, k )  is the generating function we
*= 0
are looking fo r. We define U j{t,  0) = 1, the empty pa rtition . Start by considering 
G j{ t ,  m ) = ( l+ a r^ )( l+ û r/^ ) ...( l +  ar-''^ ‘ ) so that
(1 +  a r) Gj ( f, ta) =  Gj ( /, a ) ( l +  at^*^ ) ,
or,
( l+ a r)^ M ^ .( f, k)t"a '' = { \  +  at^^^)Y^Uj{t, k )a ^ ,
o r by distributing.
k=0 k=0
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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k=0
i*=0 tk=0 ,k+lk=0
SO  that
7+1
i=0 t=0 i=I
where the last equality holds by changing the index. Hence, by comparing coeflBcients, 
[t^ =  —t ‘‘ ^Uj{t, k - l )  fo r each k =  \, 2, ... ,y . Being true fo r some
k ( 2 < k <  j ) ,  we have the same equation true fo r k —l  and so — l)  Uj (t, k  — 1) =
^^7+1 (^, and thus
(/‘-•-l)(r*-l)M^ .(r, = k - 2 ) .
Continuing in  this manner u n til we get to Uj {t, 0 ) =  1, we find
(f-l)...(f*-' -l)(/* -1)^7A:) = (F^‘ -/*-‘)...(F^  -f)uy(f, 0)
or that
B y factoring out powers o ff in  the numerator and m ultip lying every factor in  the 
numerator and denom inator by —1, we have
Wy (/, k) -
f  ( l- F ) ( l- f ^ " * ) . . . ( l- F ^ )
(1- 0(1
i f  k < j
i f k  = j
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We shall use k )  to denote the coefiBcient o f / ' in  U j { t , k ) .  So,
k)  is the number o f partitions o f the integer i  into k  unequal parts having no
part greater than j .  So, fo r us w ith  our interest in  Cayley maps fo r dihedral groups, we, 
again, want n —1 unequal parts w ith  no part greater than 2n—1. So we are interested in  
n - \ ) .
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CHAPTER 2
E X IS IT IN G  FO R M U LA 
The goal o f th is  thesis is to devise an im proved form ula fo r finding the average 
Cayley genus o f Cayley maps w ith  the dihedral group A n  and generating set A 
consisting o f a ll the reflections o f A n  • P rio r to  w orking on a new form ula, we provide a
study o f the existing form ula.
As we saw in  Chapter 1, we can use E uler’ s form ula (Theorem 1.1), to  determ ine the 
genus o f a particu la r Cayley map as long as we know  the order o f the graph, the size o f 
the graph, and the number o f regions in  the embedding. The Cayley maps we are 
interested in  are (A n»  p ) , where the group chosen is the dihedral group, w hich has 
order 4n, and the generating set A consists o f a ll the reflections. So, 
A =  |_y, xy, . . . ,  - Also, let p be a cyclic permutation o f A , say
p =  (y , x*‘y , x*"y , ..., x ^ - y ) , where (k ,, k^, . . . ,  = { l, 2, ..., 2 w - l } .  The
voltage graph whose lif t  is the Cayley map (A n» ^» p ) ^  shown in  Figure 2.A .
Recall that the Cayley graph is (A n  ) =  A n . zn • For th is graph, the order p  is the 
same as the order o f the group, so that p  =  An. The size q can be found by noticing that 
the graph being a com plete bipartite graph has each vertex in  one o f the partite sets (there 
are 2n here) adjacent to  the 2n vertices in  the other pa rtite  set. Hence, q =  4w^.
14
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X  'J /
Figure 2.A  Voltage Graph Embedding.
Using Theorem 1.4 we can find the number o f the regions in the Cayley map 
A, p ) . Since there is only one region in  the voltage graph as seen in  Figure 2.A ,
|rl 4w
its  h ft w ül have —  =  —  regions, where s is the order o f the boundary element o f the
s s
region that is being used. Thus, using p  =  4n, q = 4n^ and r  =  —  in Euler’ s form ula
s
and solving fo r k  we get:
and by substituting.
and by rearranging.
p - q - \ - r  =  2 — 2 k ,
4 n -4 n ^ + —  = 2 - 2 k ,  
s
2k = 2 —4n+4n^  —— , 
s
and solving fo r k.
k = l  +  2n , 1Tl —  1-------------
S
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So, to  find the genus k  given n it  remains to  find  s. Again, s is the order o f the 
boundary element. B ut the problem  arising w ith  finding the order fo r a boundary element 
is, we start out w ith  (2 n —l) î  possible cases o f boundary elements taking into 
consideration aU the possible cyclic arrangements o f the generators. Before we find 
(2 « —1)! orders, we’d like  to  be able to reduce the number o f cases i f  we can. We start 
by looking at exactly w hat a boundary element is. The general boundary element fo r the 
one region o f ou r voltage graph is yx'^yx'^yx^ ...yx'^'^^yx'^'-'y, where 
{^ i, k^, ..., = { l,  2, . . . ,  2 n —1}. We group these elements in  such a way to  see
that the boundary element is {yx^ iyx'^ ) y . So group an x  that has an
exponent w ith  an odd index o f k  w ith  the y  that comes before that x  term . W hat this 
allows is to  use the properties that yx'^ = x ' '^ y  and y ^ = l  to  see that the boundary 
element is really ju s t §q now we are trying to  find  s =
) . We know that o rd (x) =  2n so that o rd (x *) = ------^ ------ .
 ^ ’  gcd(2n, k)
What we do next is to  reorder the exponent o f the boundary element to find that we now 
need to find ord  ^ W hat this means is that we no longer
have (2« —1)! cases. AU we need to do now is, in  the new exponent, choose the n — \
values to be added fi*om the 2n —1 to ta l values. The values that are le ft wiU be 
subtracted, and the order we add the values doesn’t  m atter since addition is com mutative.
So we now have 1 d istinct choices fo r
\k ,^ k^ , ÂTg, ..., k2„^ 2^  S  {ij 2, 3, ..., 2w i j .
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In  the cases, it  can happen that /4 =  { ^ ,  . . . ,  and
I  K - 1  y
.4' =  1^2 , k^, . . . ,  ^ „_ 2 w ith  A ^ A '  but ^  ^  k l . So we can narrow  down the
 ^ ’ *ieX kieA'
cases further by finding a ll the different sums that are possible. Look at the possible 
combinations firom  the set {1, 2, 3, . . . ,  2 /7—1} tha t we can sum together. The least
possible sum is l  +  2+ 3  +  ...+ (n —2 )+ (/z —1 )=  The next sum that would be
possible is given by l  +  2 + 3 + ...+ (« -2 )+ n  =
r r i \
v2y
+1  and the sum after th is is
1 + 2 + 3 + ...+ (w —2 }+(/7 + l)  —
(w + l} + (#7+2} 4- ...+ (2 /7 —l}  —
/^7^
v2y
(2 n \ ^ /7 + r
- =  3
I 2  j V 2 , .2 ,
+ 2 and so on u n til the final sum. The last sum is
So a ll the possible sums are
4-1.
A lso, we have a way to sim plify the exponent in  {*,+*j+*5+ this
'/7 ' "/7" '/7 ' f n \
4-1, + 2, ..., 3 . So this has reduced the number o f cases to  2
. 2 , . 2 , . 2 . . 2 , . 2 ,
exponent, le t 5  + ^ 4 + —+ ^ 2n-2 - Then ^ + A ^ +  ^ 5+ ...+  ^ „_ j =
2/7"
v 2 .
- S .  So
s = f " ' '/7' '/7' '/7'4-1, + 2, ..., 3
.2 , .2 , .2 , .2;
, we must find  the order o f x
So the cases at th is point are fo r each
i l l2S-
Further, in  order to  be able to obtain our average Cayley genus, we must also count 
the number o f d ifferent cyclic arrangements o f generators that produce each such case.
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Thus, we want to  find  how many different sets =  k^, ..., ^ ^ 2} give the same
sum. Each set A =  {k^, k^, . .., gives a p a rtitio n  o f into n - l  unequal parts,
k,eA
w ith  no part greater than 2 n —l .  A  generating function  fo r the number o f partitions o f an 
integer w ith  k  unequal parts, no part greater than j  is given by Uj (/, k)  as seen in  Chapter
1 and fo r our situa tion we are interested in  ( /, n —l ) .
To reduce fu rthe r, the same boundary element can occur fo r different sums. The 
fo llow ing theorem states when this w ill occur.
Theorem 2.1 L e t A, 5 ç { l ,  2, 3, ..., 2 « —1} w ith  |.4| = |5| = n —1 and suppose 
=  Then X ^^ " ^= x  ^  i f  and on ly i f  5"^  m o d» .
a^ A
Proof. Observe that x  ^ ^ = x   ^  ^ i f  and only i f  2S^ — =
V 2 y
mod 2» i f  and on ly i f  2S^ =  2Sg m od2« i f  and on ly i f  S^=Sg  modw . □
v 2 y
Theorem 2.1 te lls us that we now on ly need n cases, one fo r each 
1 =  0, 1, 2, ..., « —1. N ow  that the cases have been reduced, using the generating
function «2^ , ( /, n —\)  we can state the existing form ula fo r finding the average Cayley
genus firom Schultz [9 ].
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Theorem 2.2 Let n > 2 be an integer and le t a =  0 i f  « is even and a =  n i f  w is odd. 
Then the average Cayley genus y (A /.»  ^ ) ,  where A is the generating set fo r Dj» 
consisting o f a ll the reflections, is given by
=  Z  (2 « ^ -2 n + l-g c d (2 n , a + 2 i ) ) x ^  M - l )
— [i=ol_ y=oL
[N ote: In  Theorem 2.2, we take gcd(2w, 0 ) to  mean gcd(2«, 2n) so that 
gcd(2«, 0) =  g cd (2/2, 2n) =  2n .]
N ext, we w ill see th is form ula in  use through an example. For the example, we w ill 
consider n = 12 and look at the table on the next page.
The numbers in  the firs t column are a ll the values fo r / firom 0 to n —l .  The second 
column is gcd(2w , a + 2f) which is used in  the form ula. The third column is to  find  the
corresponding genus, 2w  ^— 2w + l —gcd(2w, a + 2/) .  The fourth column is using the
generating function to find  the coefficients needed fo r each / and then summing them. 
Then by using the values in  the th ird  and fou rth  columns in  the table into the form ula we 
get
Y(D24, A ) = ^ ^ ^ [2 4 1 (1 1 2 7 2 0 ) + 263(112632) +  261(112707) + 259(112640) +
257(112710) +  263(112632) + 253(112716) +  263(112632) +  257(112710) +
174631897259(112640) +  261(112707) +  263(112632)]
869193
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Table 1 Example o f «=12  Using Existing Formula
/ gcd genus Sum o f Generating Fimction Coefficients
0 24 241 1+76+1109+6300+18320+30554+30554+18320+6300+1109+76+1=112720
1 2 263 1+98+1317+7040+19496+31132+29849+17125+5597+921+56 = 112632
2 4 261 2+129+1564+7850+20696+31641+29087+15968+4962+766+42=112707
3 6 259 3+165+1838+8698+21863+32017+28218+14812+4368+628+30 = 112640
4 8 257 5+212+2156+9613+23034+32312+27302+13703+3836+515+22 =112710
5 2 263 7+266+2505+10560+24152+32467+26295+12608+3342+415+15 =112632
6 12 253 11+336+2907+11573+25261+32540+25261+11573+2907+336+11=112716
7 2 263 15+415+3342+12608+26295+32467+24152+10560+2505+266+7=112632
8 8 257 22+515+3836+13703+27302+32312+23034+9613+2156+212+5 = 112710
9 6 259 30+628+4368+14812+28218+32017+21863+8698+1838+165+3 =112640
10 4 261 42+766+4962+15968+29087+31641+20696+7850+1564+129+2 = 112707
11 2 263 56+921+5597+17125+29849+31132+19496+7040+1317+98+1 = 112632
21
As seen in  the table there are some problems to  address w ith  th is form ula, 
specifically, we make tw o observations. The ifirs t is that fo r d iffe rent values o f /, we have 
the same greatest common d ivisor in  the se=cond column, the same genus in  the th ird  
column, and the same coefficient sums in  the dfourth column. W hat th is suggests is that it 
may be possible to  fiirth e r reduce the number* o f cases necessary. Further, by narrow ing 
down the cases, we would consequently a rrive  at a more accurate representation o f the 
genus distribution. For now, we have ttae same genus occurring w ith  repetition 
occasionally. We would like  each one to  appear only once. Secondly, in  the fou rth  
column, we have to  go through a lo t o f tediouis w ork using the generating function to  find  
a ll the coefficients and then we have to fin d  ce rta in  sums o f them. W e w ould like  another 
way to  determine the sums w ithout having to  re so rt to the generating function.
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CHAPTERS
PREPARATIO N FOR N EW  FORM ULA 
We begin th is chapter by recalling the generating function M2«-i (L  « —1). As seen in
the previous chapter, this generating function appears in  the existing form ula fo r the 
average Cayley genus fo r the Cayley maps we are interested in. From  Table 1, the 
example o f « =  12 using the existing form ula, we see how the coefficients from  the 
generating function are listed and then added together fo r each o f the twelve cases. 
A dd itiona l examples o f tables are given in  Appendix A . These tables show the 
coefficients from  the generating function « —l)  fo r each « =  2, 3, ..., 14. The
colum n at the rig h t contains the sums o f the coefficients in  that row . As seen from  the 
example and in  the form ula, it  is these sums in  this last column that we are interested in. 
The rows represent the n cases that are required fo r the existing form ula.
So the tables keep track o f the coefficients from  the generating function. In
particular, fo r a given n, i f  u^ „_^  (r, w - l)  =  ^   ^ , then Uq, a,, . . . ,  a„_, go into the
k=0
firs t colum n o f coefficients, a^^, . . . ,  ût2„_, go into the second colum n o f coefficients,
and so on u n til =  1 goes in to  firs t entry o f the last colum n o f coefficients,
exhausting the coefficients o f (^, w — 1) • Then the coefficients o f each row  are 
summed up accordingly in  the fina l column o f the table. We le t Cq, c,, C2, . . . ,  c„_,
22
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denote coefficient these sums, where then c,. is the sum o f the coefficients from  the 
generating function in  the z-th row . A fte r review ing the tables, it  is easily noted that the 
sum in  the firs t row , c^, is different from  q , Cj, ..., . These other rows a ll have « —1
coefficients whereas the row  has rt coefficients. So hopefully we can relate the other 
row  sums in  terms o f this firs t row .
The firs t coefficient o f the firs t row  counts the number o f partitions o f 
other coefficients in  this row  count the number o f partitions o f
rn' \
and the
+ n. 4-2n, ..., 3
.2 , .2 , .2 ,
The coefficients in  the firs t column, starting w ith  the second row , count the partitions
o f +1>
r n
4-2, ..., ^  l +  « —1. Continuing in  this manner in  the second colum n.
the coefficient that counts the partitions o f
v2y
4- w is the firs t row , and the rest o f the
coefficients in  this second column count the partitions o f
n
+ « 4-1,
2) + fi+2, ..., v2y
4 -2 « -1 .
We construct the rest o f the columns in this same manner. That is, to  find  the 
coefficients in  th e /th  column fo r j  = 0 , 1, 2, ..., « —2 , we use the coefficient in  the firs t 
row  that we have already obtained fo r that column. Namely, the coefficient in  the firs t
row , yth  colum n is counting the partitions o f
v2y
4- j n . Using this entry from  the firs t
row , the coefficient in  this fth  row  that is in  the /th  column can be represented by
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+ J n + i  fo r z = 0 , 1, 2, ..., zz—1. From  these tables, we see the inçortance o f this
firs t row , and especially the firs t row  sum Cg. What we would like  to  do is to  be able to 
express the other row  sums in  terms o f q ,.
N ow  consider again the example o f « =  12 and the tables in  Appendix A . We would 
like  to  know  the sum o f the coefficients o f each row, that is, the entries in  the fina l 
column o f each o f the tables, w ithout having to  use the generating fim ction to fist out 
each o f the individual coefficients in  the ir respective rows. In  doing so, we w ifi express 
each c ,, w ith  z =  1, 2, ..., « -1 , in  terms o f Cg. Our firs t step w ifi be to set up a system
o f « —1 equations in the variables c,, c^, ..., .
1 n(n-l)
Define / ( ( ) “ ( »^ n —l) .  We can rew rite it so that f { f ) =  ^  , where
each <2^  is the entry from  the table as defined previously. What we would like to have is 
a closed form ula fo r
^0 =  ^ 0  +  ^ / i  +  ^2 n  +  ••• +  +  ^n (n -l)
and when l < z < n - l , a  form ula fo r
~  +  ^rn-i +  ^2n+i + " •  +  ^n(n-2)+; '
The « —1 equations w ifi come from  considering each expression fo r f ( t )  near the
non-triv ia l «th roots o f unity.
Here we w ill take a m inute to recall some properties from  abstract algebra. For a 
positive integer «, the set o f aU o f the «th roots o f unity forms a m ultip licative group that
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is cyclic. A n  zrth ro o t o f u n ity  that generates this m u ltip lica tive  group is called a 
prim itive n th  ro o t o f un ity.
I t  is also helpful to  reca ll a few  things from  com plex analysis. F irst, we define a 
complex number z =  a + b i  =  re ^  = rc o s 0 + /rs in 0 . We use com plex numbers fo r the ir 
solutions to  equations invo lving roots o f unity. The nth roots o f un ity  are the solutions to
the equation z" = \ ,  so they are o f the form z =e =  cos  J+zsin j | , where. . ( i n i '  '.«y _  or»  ------ /sm ------
\  n J I  n
€ =  0, 1, 2, ..., n — l .  We w ill use a sim pler notation fo r these solutions by defining
2 l / - l  f
e =  el — J . Before preceding any further we mention a few  remarks.
Fact 1 I f  c e Z ,  then e ( c ) = l .  This comes from  using the defin ition o f e^—j ,  
specifically e (c ) =  = 1.
Fact 2 For e (a ) and e(p) being solutions to  z " = l ,  we have e (a + P ) = e (a )-e (P ). 
We arrive at this feet by again using the definition. We have that e (a  + P) =  =
g 2 » a H - 2 ^  _  e 2 » < X g 2 ^  =  C ( t t )  •  C  (P) .
Fact 3 Le t  ^ be a prim itive  n th  ro o t o f unity, then + ...+^ = —1. This comes
from  using tha t 1 cannot be a p rim itive  ro o t o f un ity since 1 does not generate the other 
roots. So since ^ is a p rim itive  n th  ro o t o f unity, we have = 1 . Thus ^ " —1 = 0 and by 
factoring we have ( ^ —1 ) ( ^ " ~ * -f-...+ 4 + l) =  0- Since ^ #  1, we get that ^ —1 ^ 0  so
that +...-1-^+1 = 0 . Thus we obtain fact 3. W hat th is feet means is that the
sum o f aU the nontrivia l n th roo ts o f un ity  is —1.
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1 /  X
Previously, it  was noted tha t « - ! )  =  " ( i- r " - ') ( l- r ~ ^ )  (1 - r )
n {n - l)
a*/* were considered equal. This was because we were using them as generating
*=0
functions. For our purposes now , le t / ( f )  =
( l - f  ) ( l - f  ...( l - f"+ ' )
and
n(n-I)
g ( f)  =  ^  a*f* . Then g ( t )  is defined fo r aU conq)lex numbers and f  ( f)  is defined on
it=0
C —X ,  where X  =  (J  je  — 1 : 0 < k < X  —l l .  Le. X  is the set o f the M h roots o f un ity
AT=i L J
fo r Af =  l,  2, ..., n - l .  Observe tha t / ( f )  =  g ( f)  for all f e C - X .  We know g ( f)  is a 
polynom ial and so g ( f )  is continuous on C . Thus, lim g (f)  =  g (fg ) fo r a i l fg s C .  B ut
since / ( f )  = g ( f)  fo r a ll f s C —X  and X  is a fin ite  set, it follow s that g (fg ) =
n
ü n ^g (f) =  / ( f ) .  So, we use fg = e  — for £ = 1, 2, ...,  n —l  to  get n - l  equations.
N ow , we evaluate g ( f )  at each o f the nth roots o f un ity j  fo r £ =  1, 2, ..., n —l .
n(n-l)
Substituting into g { t )  = ^  a^f* , we have that g  e — =  a A e
k=0 \  \ . n J J  k=Q V
By using
f  £ c £ \the identity that e l— I =  e l— I we get
n(n-l)
zt=0
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n—l f  ^  ^  n—2
y=0 y=0
l+/y
r
4 'ye
V <n.U
1+? n -2
Z " :y=0 2+9
\2+9 fz—2
v« . " + Z ^ « - i
n-I
y =0 V n /  y=0
y r ^ \Y n -2
\ n j j  j=o 2+ijy
+  ...+
y=0
vrt-l
1+9 e
V
L n—1+9
n>
n-2
n—l n—2
N ow  by definition, Cg and = '^ ^ i+ ^  fo r each z =1, 2, ..., n - l ,  so we get that
y=0 y=0
g
y y £ n(n-l) y
= Z
*=0 V VM/y
r
= Cg +c, e 3£
f (n -1 )^ "
n
fo r each f  =  1, 2, ..., n —1. So we have n —l equations in  n —l  variables. Namely, the 
variables are (\, c^, ..., c„_,. So we can solve this system o f equations by setting up a 
m atrix equation. The m atrix equation we get is given by the fo llow ing;
< !
2 ( n - l )
r n - 0
4 - i r
( A e\ — e
\ n ) "  J
( n - l ) ( n - l )
n
"'n—l .
lim  / ( f ) - c g
’H n j
{ • )
A  comment here is needed about this m atrix equation. The coefficient m atrix 
satisfies the conditions fo r the Vandermonde m atrix. This means that the determinant is 
non-zero, which im plies that this equation not only has a solution, but that the solution is 
unique. We proceed to determine th is solution. F irst, we calculate lim  / ( f ) .
'4 8
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' 2 d -Ÿ \  
d - l
Theorem 3.1 Let £ be an integer such tha t l < £ < n - l  and le t d  =  gcd(«, £). Then 
Proof. We w ill consider tw o cases.
( £ )
Case 1. Suppose that d  = l .  In  th is case, el — is a prim itive wth roo t o f un ity so that i f
y n j
^ = e^—j , then ^" = 1. Since, f  ( /)  is defined at ^ and is continuous there, we have
f 2 d - i \  r 0Also when d  = 1, we have =  =  1.
[ d - l )  LoJ
Case 2. Suppose that d  satisfies l < d  < n . Since d  =  gcd(w, £), we may w rite  n = dN  
and £ = dL fo r some integers N  and L  w ith  gcd (A , T ) =  I . So l i m / ( f )  =
Ihn / ( f )  =  Im  / ( f ) . Since g cd (X , L ) =  1, it fo llow s that is a prim itive M h
ybf )\dN)
root o f un ity. So let ^ =e|^— j  and then =1 . Evaluating fo r lim / ( f ) ,  we obtain
( l - f  ) ( l  -  f """“M ...( l -  f"^ ') . . . ( l - f )
lim /( f )  =  lim — -,-----------  % ,----- 4 —j ---- -—- .  N ext, look at the general term
,->5 ( i - f - ' ) ( i - f ) . . . ( ! - f )
-Y- , fo r some i  w ith 1 < / <  n —1, in  this equation. Observe that i f  N \ i ,  then since
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n =  dN ,  ^ ^ = 1 ,  and #1  we obtain ^ ------ 4  =  4 ------ + 4  =  1. Using this, we have
to / ( f )  =
r
lim 1 - rU t 7g/6,-11^ »VW
n / Ç1—1ISfSn-1\,m
=  lim n , T fIS/Sn-l
lim1-+4 . 5  1 - ' ^
hm
(l - / " ) ( l+ r "  +...+r<‘'*^-‘)")
Q  ( l- f ' ') ( l+ ( "+ » “ '+...+f<+"'')
lim 1 + f^  + . . . + ]  f 4  cf+ 7i i(y-i)JV y=i J
{d  +  l ) { d  +  2 ) . . . { 2 d - \ )  { 2 d - \ ) \  _ ( 2 d - l
1 2  3 ... ( z / - l )  d \ { d - \ ) \
C o ro lla iy  3.2 lim  / ( f )  =  lim  / ( f )  ifa n d o n ly  i f  gcd(n, £ i) =  gcd(«, ^ j) -
'4 ÎJ  4 4
Proof. Le t if  = gcd(M, £() and le t if ' = gcd(w , £2) .  Then lim  / ( f )  =
4 J^
^ 2 z / - y
V y
and
2 d ' - Ÿ
. Thus, lim  / ( f )  = lim  / ( f )  i f  and on ly i f  d = d ' ,  that is, i f
and only i f  gcd(«, £ ,) =  gcd(w , £2)- °
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In  order to  solve the m atrix equation ( * ) ,  it  w ill be useful to  have the fo llow ing
notation fo r certain colum n vectors. A lso, i f  x is a colum n vector, then we w rite  x^ fo r 
the transpose o f x , meaning x^  is x  w ritten  as a row  vector. Le t » be a positive integer 
and le t (f be a divisor o f n w ith  n =  d N . Then dejfine the ( n —l ) x l  column vectors as 
fo llow s using the transpose notation:
^ “ (f-H *'25 — 5 ^n-l) »
M = ( l ,  1, ... , 4 ,
1 i f  r i= g c d (k , n)
0 i f  d ^ % c d { k , n Y
Then observe that
M -U r f= ( l-M „  I-W 2, , 1-Wn-i)^ where 1-m* = |
1 i f
0 i f  N \ k '
Also le t A be the coefficient m atrix o f the equation (* ) and b be the solution vector 
o f ( * ) .  Thus observe that \£ D  =  { d \ d \ n ,  l < d  < r i \ ,  then
b =(1-Co)m  + X
d e D \
" 2 d ~ r \
- 1
^ d - l  ^ y
Using these vectors, the equation (* )  is Ac = b . We proceed to  present several 
lemmas that w ill be useful in  solving th is equation.
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Lemma 3.3 Using A  and w as defined previously, A u = ( —1, —1, ..., —4 .
P roo f L e t Aü  =  . . . ,  A:„_, Y  so that k j  is the sum o f the /th  row  o f the m atrix
n - l /  / £ '^
A, that is, k, =  V e  —  fo r each/  where 1 < /  < « - 1 . I f  g c d (/, n ) =  1, then by Fact 3 
(=i V » y
we have 2^e | — = —1. So suppose that the g c d (/, n ) = d , where d ^ \ .  Then we may
1=1 \ n  J
w rite /  =  Jd  and n -  Nd  fo r integers J  and N  w ith  gcd ( J , M ) =  1. B y grouping terms as 
follow s.
^  f /£ " l  ^  ( d J £ \  ^  ( J£
y . v J
f ( y + !)/"! r ( y + 2 ) / 'i
N
N
N
( 2 J \+  e —  \+... +  e
I n )
( M - l ) J l  f N J '  
+ e
N
+eCl N J  
N
e +eI  ^ J V
N
■ [ ( i / - i ) y v + i ] /  
~ lv
+
4- ...
J I  ^  J
, we see that we have added aU N  M h  roots o f
unity d —l  times and then have added the M — 1 nontrivia l M h  roots o f  unity once. Thus, 
using Fact 3, we obtain
| ; y y = ( . - 0
1=1 V w y
So Lemma 3.3 gives us tha t /4[(cg -1 )m ] =  (1-Co)m , w hich is the firs t term  in  our 
solution vector b . Later we define values fo r each M e D  such that
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, the second part o f our solution vector. However, it
is useful to  firs t provide a few  more helpfu l observations.
Lem m a3.4 Let N & D  and n =  d N . Then Aü^f = —N {u  —Uj) .
P roof. Notice that Uf. ={u, ,  u-., ■> where w. = 4  < f|^  ThenV  V I ’  2 » ,  n - u   ^ *  h  i f  J  f i t
k iAUff = ( /,,  Z;, ..., where z* =  ^  el —  . Since the sum o f the entries in  an entire
l l^Sn-l \  ^  
d t t
row o f / f  is —1, we have that ^  e —  = - 1 — ^  e —  = —1— ^k f k i ^k i '^
lS « n - l V W 
d \ l
15 «n -l V W <Z|1 ISlSrt-Il —dL
^  ( k L ' l-1  -  V  e —  . I f  M I k , then k = N K  fo r some integer K  so that by using fact 1 Aü^j =  
y -i f' jj jcT \
_ l _ ^ e  = - l - J ] e ( A X )  =  - l - ( M - l )  =  -M . I f  N \ k ,  then k = N K  +  r  fo r
L=\ \  N  J
some integers K  and r  w ith  l < r < M —1 so that using fects I  and 3, we have AUf^ =
-1 -Z <
\ N K + r ) L ( N K L N-x r j . L \
So Thus, since S - S j=  ( 1 - a,, I - a „  ..., l - a , . , / ,  where
f l i f  iV I yt
1 - “ * =  |q  AT f  yt’ foUows that Au^ =  - N { ü - ü g ) . □
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Lem m a 3 .5  Le t D  =  \d  ' d \ n ,  \ < d  < r i \  and le t N  g D .  Then u — .
deD
N\d
P roo f. Previously, it  was noted that = (A , Aj» — > where
f l  i f  M l itlo i f  M fA :' ^ =  {dGD- .N \d ]  = {£ „  £ j, . . . , £ „ }  . So, K  is the set o f
positive proper divisors o f n tha t are also m ult^les o f N. (F or example, when w = 12 and 
N  = 2 we have £>={2, 3, 4, 6} and K  = {2, 4, 6 } .)  So ^ Y z  -  “
deD
N\d
Ü, -F ...+v,^ =  (vi,V2,...,v „_ ,)^  where, fo r each A: =  1, 2, ..., « - 1 ,  we have 
1 i f  gcd(A^, M )eK
We ve rify  that v^—h each A: =  l,  2, ..., « —1. I f
0 i f  gcd (k,
g cd (k, e K ., then k =  £ j K  fo r some £y e K  and some integer K. Since M | £y, we 
have £j = NLj  fo r some integer L j , so that k  =  N L j K . So M  j k  in  th is case. On the 
other hand, i f  g cd (^, ri) =  g  then N \ g  by the defin ing property o f K . Since 
M 1K, w e know M f k  fo r otherw ise we would have M | g , a contradiction. Thus, ^  
fo r each k =  l, 2, . .., n —l .  □
W hat these tw o lemmas a llow  us to  do is to  show the relationship between the 
vectors, where N  g D  , as a. sum o f vectors , fo r d  g D  as w e ll. This w ill prove useful
in  finding the second part o f the solution vector b .
N ow  we are ready to  define the values fo r N  g D  such that
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y i fe D  /  deD
f r
yy d - l
- I
y yV  •
We define
2 M - n
M -1
- 1 -  t  £/»
£/„=■
I<jfc<AA*|yv
M
Looking into th is de fin ition , we see that it is recursive. W hat this means is tha t to  
find  a particular , it  depends on what values L / we get fo r the divisors k  o f M  w ith
1 < A: < M , ifM h a s any such divisors.
Recall the solu tion vector b and the expression
2 d - l )
- 1
y ^ d - l j  J
V .  that lies w ith in  it.
This leads to  the fo llow ing  lemma in  which we w ill use the de fin ition  o f .
Lemma 3.6 For each d e D ,  the sum ^  =
f^ eDN\d
2 d - I  
d - l  ,
- 1 .
Proof. Observe ' ^ N U ^ =  N U ^ + d U g =  N U ^  + 
( 2 d - l
N eD
N\d
1<V«Z 
N\d
\<N <d  
N\d
^2 d - l ' ^
d - l
- I -  ^ N U ^  =
\<N<dm
d - l
- 1 . □
W ith the help o f the previous four lemmas, we are now  prepared to solve equation 
(♦ ), in other words, we are now  ready to solve v4c =  b fo r c . We do this in  the 
fo llow ing theorem.
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Theorem 3.7 The solution, to  the m atrix equation Ac  =  b shown as (♦ ) is
NeD
NeD
NeD
Proof. Consider Ac =  A  
By Lemma 3.3, we have
A c = ( l - C o ) ü  -  ' ^ A U f f  .
Using Lemma 3.4, it  fo llow s that 
Applying Lemma 3.5, we obtain
NeD
Ac = { \ - c, ) u +  Y . ^ n
NeD
C \
Z v .
deD  \N\d y
= (1 -C o) m +  2 ]
deD
Y .N U .
NeDyn\d
N
Finally, by Lemma 3.6,
4 c = ( 1 - c, ) S  +  2 ;
deD
( f 2 d - l ]
-1
l U - i J J
Vj =  b . □
Before going further, we shall introduce the Euler (j)—function <J)(/w), which denotes 
the number o f positive integers less than m that are re la tive ly prime to m and <|>(l) is 
defined to  be 1. Then, fo r each c, where i g D ,  the number o f elements in
{c, : l < / < « —1, g cd (/, w )= z /} fo r a given d  is ^  — j.  Thus narrowing down the
\ d  J
number o f cases even further. Instead o f n cases, we now only need one case fo r each
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divisor d  o f  n where \ < d  < n  as w«U as the in itia l case o f Cq . A  basic result o f number 
theory (see [7 ], fo r example) th a t w ill be useful in  the fo llow ing p ro o f is that
=  — = n . For our purposes, we w ill use tha t Z  ^  — | = M—1- This
d\n d[n \ d  )  \Sd<n ^ d  )
d\n
follow s directly since ^  <}>
\Sd<n 
d\n
n —4>f—j  =  « —1. We now use th is in  the
fo llow ing corollary o f Theorem 3.7. Also, we use the notation £)* =  D  u  {1}
«y-') ("]+*
C oro lla ry 3.8 Let w > 2  be a positive integer. L e t ( f , « - l ) =  ^   ^ be the
*=0
generating function fo r partitions oF  integers w ith  n —l  unequal parts and no pa rt greater
n—l n—2
than 2n—1. Define and fo r each z = l,  2, ..., n - l ,  le t c, =  • Then
y=o y=o
c, =  Cj i f  and only i f  gcd (/, n ) = gcd l( j ,  n ) . Furtherm ore,
^ l n ~ V
n —l
Co = ■
keD’  J  NeD
n\kN
n
and fo r each î g D '  , the value
Ci =C g-
NeDnm
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Proof. That c, =c^ i f  and only i f  g cd (/, n ) = g c d ( / ,  w) follow s from  C oro llary 3.2.
For each i e D  , the value c, = Cg —
NeD
nfiN
fo llow s from  Theorem 3.7. F inally, to
n—l
solve fo r Cg, we know  that the to ta l Cg =
f=l
^ 2 n - l^  
V w - l  y
n-l
so that =
i=l
2 n - l  
V "~ 1  y
-Cg. By
the comments preceding th is coroUary, we have that
f 2 n - V \
\  w - l y
n—l
/=! keD ’  V ^ y
=
z
keD' i l
(^0 - 1) —
NeDnm
keD
- z
ke D ' S s " '
ntkN
( c o - l ) ( w - l ) -  X
keD ' NeD
nlkN
Hence,
^ 2 n - r
< w - l  ^ “ <^0 - ( ^ o - l ) ( w - l ) -  XkeD J  NeD  
ntkN
and solving fo r Cg, we have
f  2n—Ÿ
\  w - l y +  W - 1 + 2keD '
Co =
w
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So now, we have reduced the number o f cases from  n to  the number o f divisors o f n. 
To show what an improvement th is is, from  Hardy [6 ], we have that the number o f
divisors o f n is z /(n ) =  0(n®) fo r a ll positive Ô. A lso, from  C orollary 3.8, we are now
able to determine the coefficient sums that we have been looking fo r w ithout having to 
use the generating function. These were ou r tw o main goals in  achieving a new, 
sim plified form ula fo r finding the average Cayley genus fo r dihedral groups.
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CHAPTER 4
NEW  FORM ULA AND SPECIAL CASES 
In  this chapter, we wiH devise a new form ula fo r finding the average Cayley genus fo r 
dihedral groups. Recall that we are w orking w ith  Cayley maps fo r w ith
A = jy , xy, x^y, ..., A  particular Cayley map A, p) is the lif t  o f a
voltage graph tha t has one region. That region has an associated boundary element and
the genus o f the Cayley map in  question is A =  I +  2n , 1n —1----
s
, where s is the order o f
this boundary element o f the region f i’om the voltage graph embedding. From our w ork 
in  Chapter 3, we need only find the order o f the boundary elements that correspond to  the 
terms Cg and , where d  \ n and \ < d  < n . We consider these in  two cases.
We firs t consider Cg and try  to find the order o f the boundary element o f the region 
corresponding to  Cg. From Chapter 2 (page 17), recall that this boundary element is
N  ^ S im plifying the exponent, we obtain 2 (2 M ] 2 - m ! ( 2 m ) !UJ UJ 2 ! ( m - 2 ) !  2 ! ( 2 m - 2 ) I
—       ^ =  l ) - « ( 2 n —l)  =  n [](n —l ) —(2m—l)J  = w[—n] = — Recall
that the order o f  x is 2 m, so that the exponent 2
"M" "2n
.2, . 2 ,
is —M^=M^mod2M. Let
39
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, , . ^  fO ifw ise ve n
ûrsM^mod2M w ith  ae tO ,  1, 2, ..., 2n—U . Then a =  < . N ow  that we
[M i f  M is  odd
know what the boundary element is, we can find  the order o f it. The o rd (x ") =
 2n ^ _ f l i f w i s e  en gcd(2w, 0) =  gcd(2w, 2n) =  2n.)
gcd(2«, a)  [2  i f  « IS odd
Now, we consider and find  its boundary element and the order o f tha t boundary
element. Again, firom  page 17, we have that the boundary element is x   ^  ^  ^ ^ .
( n \  ( 2 n \
Through sim ilar calculations, we get that the exponent 2 +  2</— = -¥2d. So
y 2 j  V 2 ;
now let 6 e {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  2 m  —1} such that
-f-2c/)mod2M.
^  {2d  i f  M is  even ,
Then b = {  . Now that we have the boundary elements fo r , we can
\ n - 2 d  i f  M is  odd
find the order o f these elements. The ord^x*)
gcd ( 2 m , b)
M ._ .— if  M IS even
. Now
i f  M is odd
. d
that we have the orders o f the boundary elements, we can find  the corresponding genera. 
Recall, fi-om the beginning o f Chapter 2, the genus was calculated to be
=  1 +  2 m , 1M —1------
S
So the genus depends on the order o f the boundary element, and
this depends on w hich case, Cg o r , we have and whether n is even o r odd, as seen in  
finding the orders fo r the boundary elements.
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F irst, we w ill find  the genus corresponding to  Cq . The order o f the boundary element
fo r the case Cq is given by o rd fx ") =  J^ This gives us that the genus k  is
'  [2  i f  w is odd
f2 « ^—4w + l i f  M is even ^ ,
given by A: =4  . S im ilarly, we now find  the genus correspondmg
[2w^ —3/1+1 i f  « is odd
to Cg. The order o f the boundary element fo r the case Cg, where d \ n ,  fi-om above, is
given by o rd (x *) =
n i f  n is even
—  i f  n is odd 
d
Thus, the genus k  fo r this case is given by
, \ 2 r i ^ - 2 n - 2 d + l  i f  /i is even , _ ,
k =  \ . N ow  that we have formulas fo r each o f the Cayley
\ 2 iV —2n—d + \  i f  M is odd
genera, we can now  calculate the average Cayley genus.
Theorem  4.1 Let n > 2  be an integer. Le t D  = \d ' .d \n ,  \ < d  < r i \  and
£)* =  £)u { l }  . For N g D  and i & D ' , let
^2 M -1
, M - l y - 1 -  Z
U ^ = -
k\N  
\<k<N
N
Cn — ' nm
n
c,. =Cq-
N eD
n liN
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Then the average Cayley genus y(An> A) where is the dihedral group and A is 
the generating set consisting o f a ll the reflections is given by
Ir2«^ — 4 « + l ) + c ^ < | )  — \{2 tV—2n—2 d -¥\\ 
d ^ '  \ d r  ’
^o(2w^ —3 « + l)+  ^  ^ (2«^—2n— +
T ( A „ ,  A) =
^2/7-1
M —1 
2 /1—1
. - I
M —1
i f  /I is even 
i f  n is odd.
What we w ill do now is to  revisit the example o f /i =  12. We shall make a new table 
using the new form ula. However, we have to recognize that we have to  w ork out the part 
w ith  Cg separately from  the rest o f the divisors D* =  {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} . W ith n being even, 
we use the firs t equation in  the formula and build the fo llow ing table.
Table 2 Example o f n = l2  Using New Formula.
d 2iY  —4/1+1 Co
0 241 112720
d 2/1  ^— 2/1—2d  +1
1 4 263 112632
2 2 261 112707
3 2 259 112640
4 2 257 112710
6 1 253 112716
Now, we use the values from  the table in  the form ula fo r when n is even. We obtain 
Y(£>24, A ) =  ^ ^ ^ [2 4 1 (1 1 2 7 2 0 ) +  4-263 (112632) + 2-261(112707) +
2 - 259(112640) +  2 - 257(112710)+253 (112716)] = 174631897
869193
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This being the same average Cayley genus that we obtained from  Table 1 in  C h u te r 
2 using the existing form ula. Comparing Table 1 w ith  Table 2 that we ju s t constructed 
fo r finding the average Cayley genus when « =  12 , we can see the tw o m ajor problems in  
the existing form ula and the reasons fo r the new form ula. The new form ula as seen in  
Table 2 reduced the number o f cases from  tw elve to  six. Also, as can be seen in  the fina l 
column o f both tables, using the new form ula, we d irectly achieve the coefBcient sums. 
So this new form ula provides the improvements we were hoping for.
Now, to look at some special cases using th is form ula. The firs t special case we w ill 
look at is when n — p , where ^  is an odd prim e. Being that it is an odd prim e, the only 
divisor d o ï p  tha t satisfies l < d < / ? i s l .  So fo r an odd prime integer, there are only tw o 
cases, Cq and c ,. Using C orollary 3.8, we have that
2 p - \
+ p ~ \
and
2 p —\
- 1
P
And from  Theorem 4.1 when n is odd, we obtain a form ula that depends only on p.
C oro lla ry  4.2 I fp  is an odd prime, then
’^ ( 2 p - \ ' ^
A )=
' 2 p - l p - \
+ p —\
(2/7^ —3/7 + l ) + 2 ( p - l )
p - \
1
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Another special case we w ill consider is when n =  where again p  is an odd prime. 
So the only divisors o f p^  satisfying \ < d  < p ^  are 1 and p.  So th is leads us to three 
cases, Cq, Cl and c^. From  C orollary 3.8,
Cf\ — y
+ p ^ - l + { p - l ) ( f ^ P - A
\ v
Cl — Cq —l —U„
r  2/7^- r r 2 p - i" |
I p - i J
and
Cp =Cq-1
2 p - l^
p - 1
- 1
I  J
Using Theorem 4.1 when n is odd, we again obtain a form ula that depends only on p.
C o ro lla ry  4.3 I f  p  is an odd prim e, then
+ p ^ - l  +  ( p - l ) - 1
V J J
\ 2 p - \
p - 1
( 2 / - 3 p ' + l ) +
Vv
2 ^ - 1
p ^ - l
2/7-1 
V p - ^  JJ
^^2 / 7: - r
p " - K
- i + ( p - i )
2 p - A
p - i
- 1
( p - l ) ( 2 p “ - 2 p ^ - p  +  l )
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A  th ird  special case we w ill look at is when n =  2 p ,  where again p  is an odd prim e. 
So the divisors o f 2p  satisfying \  < d  < 2 p  are 1, 2 and p.  Thus, we have fo u r cases to  
look at, namely Cq, c,, and c^. Using C oro lla ry 3.8 to  find Cq, c,, Cj andc^ we get 
that
4/7—1
2 p - l
+
2/7 — 1
. P - 1
+4 /7—4
2p
c, = C o - l - t / 2 - C /  =
^ 4 /7 -1 ) r 2 /7 - A
V ^ P - l y < p - 1  y
- 2
2p
C2 —Cq —1—U2
4/7—1
2 /7 -1
+
2/7-1
. p - 1  J
- 4
2/7
and
= C q - l-U ^  =■
4/7—n  r  2/7—1 
2/7- i J t / ? - l y
+ 2 /7 -2
2p
From Theorem 4.1 when n is even, we obtain a form ula that depends solely on p.
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C o ro lla ry  4.4 I f  n =  2 p ,  where p  is an odd prim e, then
r(A,. a )= ^Ap — \ 2 p - l
.-I
' 4 p - l \  f 2 p - l  
 ^p -1
+ 4 p —4
V
2p
-8/7+1^-
(p -1 )
'^4/7—r (2 p
<^P-ly I p -
- 2
2p
(8 p ^ -4 p —l) +
(p - 1 )
2 p - l
+
p - 1
- 4
2p
(8 p ^ -4 p -3 ) +
2 p - \ J  _______
2p
(8p^ — 6 p + l j
In  conclusion, we now have developed a new form ula for finding the average Cayley 
genus fo r the dihedral group w ith  generating set consisting o f a ll the reflections. This 
form ula is an improvem ent in that it  allows fo r fewer cases and enables us to  find  d irectly 
the coefiScient sums w ithout having to use the generating function. W hat sparked our 
interest in  im proving th is form ula can best be seen by looking at the tables in  Appendix 
A . In  particular, the prime case seemed the most interestmg. For example, look at 
« =  13. What was intriguing the most is what happens in the rows c,, c^, ..., Cg. From  
the generating function, we see six to ta lly  d iffe ren t sets o f coefiScients, but when summed
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up in  each row , each sums to the same answer. A fte r noticing this pattern fo r the prime 
case, we trie d  to  see i f  there were similar patterns in  other cases. That’s when we noticed 
the patterns in  the and 2p  cases. This inspired us to  then try  and sim plify the 
form ula more. N ow  this need not be the end fo r the average Cayley genus fo r Cayley 
maps involving the dihedral group. For example we only considered the generating set 
A consisting o f a ll the reflections o f the dihedral group. What would happen i f  we now 
looked at the generating set to be a subset o f the reflections? A lso, know ing that fo r other 
groups, find ing the average Cayley genus has been difiBcult to find, can the techniques 
used in  this paper be used fo r determ ining the average Cayley genus fo r Cayley maps 
using another group other than the dihedral group? These questions, as w e ll as others 
s till await further w ork.
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APPEN D IX A
G EN ER ATING  FUNCTION C O EFnCIENTS FOR n =  2, 3, . . . ,  14
n=2
1 1 1 2
2 1 1
n=3
3 1 2 1 4
4 1 2 3
5 2 1 3
n=4
6 1 4 4 1 10
7 1 4 3 8
8 2 5 2 9
9 3 4 1 8
n=5
10 1 6 12 6 1 26
11 1 8 11 5 25
12 2 9 11 3 25
13 3 11 9 2 25
14 5 11 8 1 25
n=6
15 1 10 29 29 10 1 80
16 1 12 30 25 7 75
17 2 16 32 23 5 78
18 3 19 32 19 3 76
19 5 23 32 16 2 78
20 7 25 30 12 1 75
n=7
21 1 14 61 94 61 14 1 246
22 1 19 68 94 52 11 245
23 2 24 76 90 46 7 245
24 3 31 81 88 37 5 245
25 5 37 88 81 31 3 245
26 7 46 90 76 24 2 245
27 11 52 94 68 19 1 245
48
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n=8
28 1 21 120 263 263 120 21 1 810
29 1 27 137 272 247 101 15 800
30 2 36 158 282 233 86 11 808
31 3 45 176 285 214 70 7 800
32 5 58 197 289 197 58 5 809
33 7 70 214 285 176 45 3 800
34 11 86 233 282 158 36 2 808
35 15 101 247 272 137 27 1 800
n=9
36 1 29 222 645 910 645 222 29 1 2704
37 1 39 258 696 902 597 185 22 2700
38 2 50 302 738 894 543 156 15 2700
39 3 66 345 783 873 495 127 11 2703
40 5 82 394 816 851 441 104 7 2700
41 7 104 441 851 816 394 82 5 2700
42 11 127 495 873 783 345 66 3 2703
43 15 156 543 894 738 302 50 2 2700
44 22 185 597 902 696 258 39 1 2700
n*10
45 1 41 392 1468 2724 2724 1468 392 41 1 9252
46 1 53 462 1603 2794 2630 1326 326 30 9225
47 2 71 544 1749 2860 2532 1197 273 22 9250
48 3 90 630 1887 2897 2414 1067 222 15 9225
49 5 116 731 2030 2929 2297 949 182 11 9250
50 7 145 833 2161 2934 2161 833 145 7 9226
51 11 182 949 2297 2929 2030 731 116 5 9250
52 15 222 1067 2414 2897 1887 630 90 3 9225
53 22 273 1197 2532 2860 1749 544 71 2 9250
54 30 326 1326 2630 2794 1603 462 53 1 9225
n=11
55 1 55 669 3113 7352 9686 7352 3113 669 55 1 32066
56 1 74 792 3460 7708 9673 6964 2795 556 42 32065
57 2 95 939 3812 8060 9598 6580 2486 463 30 32065
58 3 124 1097 4191 8371 9499 6172 2208 378 22 32065
59 5 157 1281 4569 8672 9340 5776 1940 310 15 32065
60 7 200 1478 4970 8924 9160 5364 1703 248 11 32065
61 11 248 1703 5364 9160 8924 4970 1478 200 7 32065
62 15 310 1940 5776 9340 8672 4569 1281 157 5 32065
63 22 378 2208 6172 9499 8371 4191 1097 124 3 32065
64 30 463 2486 6580 9598 8060 3812 939 95 2 32065
65 42 556 2795 6964 9673 7708 3460 792 74 1 32065
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n=12
66 1 76 1109 6300 18320 30554 30554 18320 6300 109 76 1 112720
67 1 98 1317 7040 19496 31132 29849 17125 5597 921 56 112632
68 2 129 1564 7850 20696 31641 29087 15968 4962 766 42 112707
69 3 165 1838 8698 21863 32017 28218 14812 4368 628 30 112640
70 5 212 2156 9613 23034 32312 27302 13703 3836 515 22 112710
71 7 266 2505 10560 24152 32467 26295 12608 3342 415 15 112632
72 11 336 2907 11573 25261 32540 25261 11573 2907 336 11 112716
73 15 415 3342 12608 26295 32467 24152 10560 2505 266 7 112632
74 22 515 3836 13703 27302 32312 23034 9613 2156 212 5 112710
75 30 628 4368 14812 28218 32017 21863 8698 1838 165 3 112640
76 42 766 4962 15968 29087 31641 20696 7850 1564 129 2 112707
77 56 921 5597 17125 29849 31132 19496 7040 1317 98 1 112632
n*13
78 1 100 1792 12197 42841 87691 110780 87691 42841 12197 1792 100 1 400024
79 1 132 2133 13734 46078 90814 110599 84484 39674 10806 1491 77 400023
80 2 170 2535 15383 49446 93728 110171 81118 36652 9521 1241 56 400023
81 3 220 2986 17193 52853 96517 109392 77703 33723 8372 1019 42 400023
82 5 278 3514 19117 56365 99061 108368 74176 30957 7314 838 30 400023
83 7 354 4100 21209 59888 101436 107009 70648 28292 6378 680 22 400023
84 11 441 4777 23420 63479 103530 105430 67044 25798 5526 552 15 400023
85 15 552 5526 25798 67044 105430 103530 63479 23420 4777 441 11 400023
86 22 680 6378 28292 70648 107009 101436 59888 21209 4100 354 7 400023
87 30 838 7314 30957 74176 108368 99061 56365 19117 3514 278 5 400023
88 42 1019 8372 33723 77703 109392 96517 52853 17193 2986 220 3 400023
89 56 1241 9521 36652 81118 110171 93728 49446 15383 2535 170 2 400023
90 77 1491 10806 39674 84484 110599 90814 46078 13734 2133 132 1 400023
n=14
91 1 134 2838 22845 95121 233814 361677 361677233814 95121 22845 2838 134 1 1432860
92 1 173 3377 25785 103090 244790 366851 355701 222738 87491 20150 2365 101 1432613
93 2 225 4014 29040 111485 255762 371365 349134211751 80299 17735 1969 77 1432858
94 3 286 4735 32571 120195266528 375017 341843 200763 73456 15536 1624 56 1432613
95 5 366 5577 36449 129311 277185 377961 334040 18995367050 13580 1339 42 1432858
96 7 459 6526 40629 138704 287528 380001 325604 17922960994 11811 1091 30 1432613
97 11 578 7621 45190 148464 297658 381301 316750 168759 55363 10251 890 22 1432858
98 15 717 8847 50074 158453 307363 381676 307363 158453 50074 8847 717 15 1432614
99 22 890 10251 55363 168759 316750 381301 297658 14846445190 7621 578 11 1432858
100 30 1091 11811 60994 179229 325604 380001 287528 13870440629 6526 459 7 1432613
101 42 1339 13580 67050 189953 334040 377961 277185 129311 36449 5577 366 5 1432858
102 56 1624 15536 73456 200763 341843 375017 266528 120195 32571 4735 286 3 1432613
103 77 1969 17735 80294 211751 349134 371365 255762 111485 29040 4014 225 2 1432858
104 101 2365 20150 87491 222738 355701 366851 244790 103090 25785 3377 173 1 1432613
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